Open House
Make and Take
Card Instructions May 2014
Quilled Flower Card

Materials:

Nellie's Choice/Filling Tool FPWT 001
Nellie's Choice Filling Die Circle Size Ruler FCSR 001
Embossing folder CTFD3043
Nellie's Nested Ovals MFD 057
Nellie's Die (Paper strip cutting die) QD005
Quilling or Papuela Paper Strips
Be Creative Double sided tape 5mm BE05
White Card stock
Glue pen

Instructions:

1. Emboss a white 4 x 6" card using the embossing folder
2. Cut a small oval #4 from the inside ovals.
3. Make 5 rolled circles using the “filling tool” to fill size #3 on the ruler. Pinch one side of the circle to form a tear drop shape, which will form the flower petals.
4. Make 2 rolled circles from green for the leaves, one of each size #3 and #4. Pinch each side of the circle at the same time to create a leaf shape
5. Make one #2 rolled circle from a coordinating colour to form the inner part of the flower, leave circular.
6. Cut a piece of green paper strip in half and glue the top of the strip to one side of one of the petals. Glue each of the leaves as shown to the green paper strip.
Quilled Flower Card (continued)

7. Place a few pieces of double-sided tape onto the oval frame where you would create the middle of the flower and attach the petal with leaves to the piece of double-sided tape to hold in place. Add each of the petals around the first petal to form the flower. Place a small piece of double-sided tape in the middle of the flower and attach the small circle.

9. Add a small piece of double-sided tape to behind each of the leaves to attach to the oval frame.

10. Add the oval with the flower to the card as desired using double-sided foam tape.

11. Fold 2 paper strips in half and roll each half in an opposite direction to form a scroll. Do not glue. Repeat with the second strip so that you will have 2 scrolls.

12. Add the scrolls to two of the corners of the card using the double-sided tape.
Doily Dress Card

Materials:

Ornare corner Template 405587
Neillie’s 4 inch doilies (2) PD006
Neillie’s nested heart dies MFD043
Neillie’s mini flower embossing punch FLP 048
Piercing Tool
Piercing Pad
Pink or Lilac, and white card stock
Ribbon
Bow Maker
Glue pen
Double sided tape
Foam tabs 2mm
Stick on Pearls

1. Attach the Ornare corner stencil to the one of the corners on the back-side of the front half of the card. Attach using a low tack tape.
2. Using the piercing tool, pierce into each hole. Try to hold your piercing tool straight up and down
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Doily Dress Card (continued)

and pierce down into the piercing pad. Completely pierce the entire pattern or the portion of the stencil that you wish to pierce.

3. Before removing the low tack tape, ensure you have punched all of the holes by holding the design up to the light and you will quickly see if you missed any holes.

4. Ensure the entire design is pierced and then you may remove the stencil and repeat in the remaining corners as desired.

5. Take a doily and place the front side down.

6. Fold the top towards the bottom until the top half lies just above the circular edge (about 1 ¼” above the edge).

7. Crease the folded edge. Now fold the already folded edge on itself (to the front) so that there is about 1.5” from the opposite edge. This will create a triangular shaped folded doily to create the skirt of the dress. Fold over the tip of the triangle to create a flat area (this will attach to the bodice).

8. The bodice of the dress is created by placing a doily on top of white card stock in the area of the pattern that would look good for the bodice (assuming that the heart forms the top of the bodice). Die cut through both pieces and then glue the doily to the card stock. Trim the sides with scissors.

9. Attach the skirt to the bodice with tape at the back of the skirt with double-sided tape.

10. Place a small piece of ribbon from the around the waist area...so that the end pieces attach to the back (use double sided tape).

11. Curve the bodice card stock with scissors and then place a few foam tabs under this area. Place on top of the card where desired using the foam tabs for the top and double-sided tape for the skirt.

12. Decorate the dress by adding a bow to the waist and stick on pearls at the bodice.

13. Punch and emboss several mini flowers to the corners of the card that have no piercing if desired.
3D Floral and Butterfly Card

Techniques Used:
Embossing, 3-D designs
Outline stickers
Transfer of the sticker negative

Materials:
Ivory Card 4” x 6”
E-Z 3-D Toppers (HC 7553, 7826, 6511)
Foam tabs (1.5 or 2 mm)
Embossing Folder CTFD 3042
Sticker Butterfly Sheet #1013 gold
Sticker lines #1016 gold
Sticker Transfer sheet
StarForm Markers
Acetate
Be Creative Double-Sided tape
Scissors

Instructions:
1. Use your die cutting machine to emboss the front of the card using the desired embossing folder.
2. Make the 3-D design:
3D Floral and Butterfly Card (continued)

a. Place the largest layer in the package onto the card using double sided tape or foam tabs (the more layers to a design the thinner the foam tabs you will want to use)
b. Add several foam tabs to the back of the next layer—you may wish to use tweezers.
c. Peel off the protective layers from the foam tabs and then place this layer directly on top of the image from the previous layer.
d. Repeat steps: b and c for the remaining layers.
3. How to use outline stickers to create a 3-D Butterfly:
   a. Choose several colours of any permanent or alcohol-based markers.
   b. Colour over the butterfly using the colours chosen.
   c. Peel off the outline sticker and place onto acetate. Cut out.
   d. Take a small piece of transfer sheet and place on top of the negative stickers from the butterfly. Rub over firmly using the marker top.
   e. Peel back the transfer sheet on an angle and ensure all of the little pieces of the butterfly are picked up. (You may need to rub over some of the pieces again).
   f. Place the transferred pieces onto the card in the desired position and press down.
   g. Peel back the transfer sheet, again on an angle, until the butterfly has been transferred.
   h. Attach the acetate butterfly on top of the negative (curving up the wings) using foam tabs. The foam tabs will show through the acetate so you may also wish to colour the foam tab with the appropriate colour (it will remain ‘sticky’)
4. Add a sticker saying as desired. You may choose to colour the sticker saying.
Bell Flower Glitter Card

Materials:

Dee's distinctively Bell Floral 2 IME-074
Dee's Distinctively Bell Floral Stem 1 IME=069
Dee's Distinctively Floral Leaf 2 IME-077
Embossing Folder CTFD3093
Glitter Ritz Micro Fine Glitter Burgundy (12MFP)
Glitter Ritz Micro Fine Glitter Lavender (17MFP)
Be Creative Tape Sheets or 65mm roll BC Sheets or BC65
White, Moss Green, Card stock
Purple and Pink Card Stock (Joy Craft)
Starform Gold Line/ Glitter line stickers
Starform Gold Multi Saying stickers
Glue Pen
Foam tabs: Black and white 2mm and white 0.5 mm

Instructions:

1. Create a white card measuring 4 x 6 " and emboss the frame using the embossing folder.
2. Die cut 5 purple or pink Bell Flowers.
3. Attach a strip of Be Creative tape to pink or purple card stock and die cut 5 flowers with the tape attached.
4. Glitter the five flowers that have the tape attached. Pull back ½ of the protective layer from one of the bell flowers....dip into the lavender or burgundy glitter. Hold the edge of the flower that is glittered and pull back the remainder of the protective layer and glitter the rest of the flower. Rub or burnish the glitter into the Bell Flower.
5. Repeat for the remaining 4 flowers.
6. Attach the glittered layer to a plain layer using a black 2 mm foam tab.
7. Die cut the stems and leaves from the green card stock.
8. Attach the stem to the card using the glue pen.
9. Attach each of the Bell Flowers using white 0.5 mm foam tab to the stem.
10. Attach the leaves to the card as shown using 2mm foam tabs.
11. Create a gold or glitter sticker frame around the edge of the card using the sticker lines.
12. Add a gold sticker sentiment that you desire for the card.
Mr. or Ms. Owl

Materials:

- Embossing Folder: EFE008
- Owl Die: 60023101
- Branches: IME069
- Extra black circles for eyes: IME093
- Tool dies (Joy Craft or Marianne Designs): LRO288
- Multi-Sentiment (Tattered Lace Die): TTLD211
- Mini Punches (Flower & Butterfly, Heart & Swirl) Nellie’s Choice
- Ivory or White 4 x 6 cards
- White and Grey or Beige and Dark Brown heavy card stock
- Light brown or Pink Joy Craft Card stock
- Stick on Pearls
- Fine black marker
- Foam tabs 2mm regular
- Foam tabs 1.5 mm tiny square

Instructions:

1. Use the embossing folder to emboss a white or ivory card.
2. Die cut the owl die in 3 coordinating colors: pink, grey, white or brown, beige and light brown.
3. Die cut branches out of grey and brown.
4. Die cut some tools for the men designs as desired.
5. Attach the branch to the card using a glue stick or small foam tabs.
Mr & Mrs Owl card instructions (continued)

6. Choose a colour combination for your owl. Attach the body first then add the breast piece, wings, face, eyes and eyebrows and beak.
7. Decorate the owl as desired (add pearls or a tool under the wing etc.)
8. Add some eyelashes to the owl as desired.
9. Add a sentiment to your card using a sticker saying or a die cut saying.
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Embossed and Chalked Flower Card

Materials:
- Floral Embossing Punches Large & Med. FLP 045 and FLP046
- Embossing Folder CTFD3052
- Ornate Leaves Tattered Lace Die TTLD214
- Joy Craft Selection of Chalks 6200021,022,025,026
- Lightweight Ivory card stock
- Ivory rectangle cards
- Light green Joy Craft card stock
- Selection of Gold and Silver Sticker sentiments

Instructions:
1. Emboss an ivory card using the embossing folder.
2. Punch 2 large and 6 medium flowers from ivory lightweight card stock.
3. Embossed the flowers by placing them in the embosser and press down.
4. Choose a colour of chalk and apply chalk to the outside parts of the petals (this is all that will show when the flowers are layered together) and in the center of 3 of the medium sized flowers.
5. Layer the 2 large flowers on top of each other and then add two medium sized flowers using foam tabs between the layers.
6. To create the medium sized flowers take the layer that only has the outside petals chalked and place that on the bottom then add a foam tab to the center and place the other layer on top.
7. Take 2 of the ornate leaves and place in a desired position on the card and attach with a glue stick.
8. Add the flowers as desired.
9. Add a Sticker sentiment.
Pyramid Floral Card

Materials:
- Funsters Pyramid Lilly & Rose FUN1024
- Funsters Pyramid Ice Blue FUN1032
- Craftable Die: Circle CR1201
- Nellies Nested Circles MFD055
- Joy! Craft Clear Stamps 64100091
- Joy! Craft Bow Maker 62000021
- Ribbon various
- Silver Corner Stickers 844S
- Stickers Words various
- Foam Pads 1.5mm 65000002
- Glue and Double Side tape

Instructions:
1. Build the pyramid design using foam pads between layers.
   a. For the regular pyramid design layer from the largest to the smallest circle. Be sure to place a foam pad in the very center. Remove the top of the foam pad and apply a little glue or use glue stick to the sticky top to allow more slide ability when positioning your pyramid layers.
   b. For the Inverted pyramid start with the base design and use the frames. Start layering using the wides frame with the smalled hole and work your way up to the thinnest frame with the largest hole.
   c. Leave all the tops on the foam pads. Remove only 1 foam pad and apply glue or glue stick and line it up with the bottom layer. Once your happy with the alignment continued to
Pyramid Floral card instructions (continued)

remove the rest of the foam pads from your frame. Repeat for each frame. Then set pyramid aside.

2. Die cut a 2 ¾” circle aperture in the front of your card.

3. Die cut and emboss both CR1201 and MFD055 at the same time. To do this place the 5th largest circle from MFD055 to center of CR1201 and tape together so they stay in place while die-cutting.

4. On the front of your card add a thin bead of glue close to the circle’s edge then center the decorative die you just cut. Turn your card to the inside to center, you should see part of the white die and let dry.

5. Once the front decorative frame is on, turn your card to the inside. Glue a thin bead of glue to the card (not the pyramid) to the white part of the circle frame and center your pyramid in place then let dry.

6. Finish your card by adding corner sticks and a bow as desired

7. Add a Sticker sentiment.